HID® Global
Rapid ID Solution
Empowering In-the-Field Identification for the
Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE)

FDLE Rapid ID Certified
to Serve Florida
THE CHALLENGE
Combatting Inefficiencies in Modern Policing
Law enforcement today is faced with the challenge of becoming more efficient,
reducing head count and working with scaled-back budgets — while officers and
station personnel contend with upticks in workload and criminal activity. Each suspect
that’s apprehended puts a strain on resources by having to run fingerprints back at the
station, taking critical personnel off the street for hours at a time.
The Florida Department of Law Enforcement (FDLE) needed progressive digital
technology with easy-to-use biometric tools that would quickly identify subjects with
arrest warrants or those in the FBI RISC database — all from the field, and within
minutes.

THE SOLUTION
Never Been Easier to Run Rapid ID
What used to be a laborious manual process involving ink-and-card fingerprinting after
a trip across town is now as simple as placing a citizen’s finger on a mobile fingerprint
reader connected to a smartphone as soon as they are detained. Officers tap an app to
capture and send the prints from their phone for a cross-check against state and FBI
databases.
HID’s Rapid ID solution — consisting of the HID NOMAD™ 30 mobile fingerprint
reader, the HID ArcID™ Mobile app and the sophisticated HID Commander™
software — is improving daily encounters and strengthening safety measures for
Florida’s law enforcement and the civilians they serve.

Stellar Software Fuels Fast Results for the State of Florida
Utilizing the HID Rapid ID solution, the FDLE enables officers to remain in the field by
arming them with a compact plug-and-play mobile fingerprint system that’s intuitive to
use and does all the heavy lifting through automated, backend software that’s Criminal
Justice Information Services (CJIS) compliant and FDLE certified. Officers easily identify
suspects and individuals with existing records in a matter of minutes from wherever
they are — allowing personnel to remain on patrol serving citizens rather than spending
hours moving suspects to/from stations via old-fashioned ID and booking practices.
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At Your Service, Florida

-B R O C H U R E

FDLE certified Rapid ID

FBI certified (FAP 30, IP 65)
& CJIS compliant

Plug-and-play mobile
fingerprint reader that is
easy to use and configure

Cost-effective solution
designed to work with
most mobile devices

Automated capture and
verification process

Reduces time and costs by
confirming IDs in the field
in minutes

Supports departments’ roles in
preventing, investigating and
solving crimes while protecting
Florida’s citizens and visitors

Keeps officers in the field
rather than buried in paperwork
and processes at the station

*Portfolio case sold separately. Smartphone not included.

The Ideal Weapon in
Your Citizen ID Arsenal
HID RAPID ID SOLUTION ELEMENTS

HID Nomad 30
(hardware)

HID ArcID Mobile
(software)

HID Commander
(software)

Versatile plug-and-play
mobile fingerprint reader

Mobile app for capturing
fingerprints and optional
biometric data

Multipurpose mobile
device management
software

Supports multiple
agency and Florida state
specifications

Centralized, secure
Electronic Fingerprint
Transmission (EFT) record
management

Designed to work with
most mobile devices
Rugged construction with
superior performance
amid challenging outdoor
elements and finger
conditions

CJIS compliant
Supports iOS 12+ and
Android 8+

Store, monitor, edit and
manage the lifecycle of a
submitted record
Able to remotely “wipe”
data in mobile devices
and enforce application
security policies

You Collect the Fingerprint –
We Run Point on ID
THREE EASY STEPS FOR OFFICERS
1 . Engage with the suspect.
2 . Capture fingerprints using the HID Nomad 30 mobile reader.
3 . Review Hit/No-Hit results and move forward as appropriate.
HID RAPID ID RUNNING BEHIND THE SCENES
• The HID ArcID Mobile application captures and transmits fingerprints and optional
biometric data to the mobile data terminal (MDT) in the patrol car.
• Data securely moves from the MDT CJIS network to HID Commander.
• HID Commander packages data into the appropriate format and securely transmits
it to FDLE’s Falcon Integrated Crime History System for cross-checking against the
state’s criminal database.
• FDLE sends data to FBI RISC for cross-checking against the federal database.
• A Hit/No-Hit response is returned securely back to the officer’s smartphone
within minutes.
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HID NOMAD® 30 &
HID ArcID™ Mobile
captures fingerprints and
transmits to the mobile
terminal in the patrol car

A Hit/No-Hit response returns to the
officer’s smartphone within minutes

FDLE sends
data to FBI for
cross-checking
against the
federal database
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Data moves securely to
HID Commander via
the FDLE network (CJIS
compliant)
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HID Commander
packages data into the
appropriate format and
sends to FDLE FALCON
for cross-checking

FDLE
FALCON
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FBI
RISC

Improving the Identification
Experience for Officers
and Citizens
BROAD ENFORCEMENT POSSIBILITIES:
• ID checks within minutes during routine traffic stops and patrol encounters
• ID confirmation of individuals who are injured, incapacitated or deceased
• On-site applications usable across jails, halfway houses, courtrooms, borders and
immigration sites

AS TOUGH AS YOUR LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS:
• Rugged design
• Compact advanced silicon reader built for frequent fingerprint use
• Reliable sensors ideal for outdoor circumstances — dust, sunlight, heat, moisture
• Accurately reads prints regardless of dirt, sweat, dryness or worn down/shallow
fingerprints
• All transactions conducted within a secure environment that meets FBI CJIS
security policies

Maintaining Order Today and Tomorrow
Allows officers to perform watchlist
matching within minutes while in the field

Avoids having to leave patrol area to
transport suspects to a police station or
other central booking facility

Leaves custody suites at the station
available for confirmed offenders

Reduces time and booking costs and
increases efficiency
Improves public trust by enabling officers to
spend more time on the streets protecting
the community
Designed with flexibility to pivot as
technologies evolve, future-proofing
Florida’s technology investment
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